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5
 • Determine your potential users, custom-
ers, and stakeholders
 • Identify the real customer needs with 
design thinking
 • Find solutions that are as elegant as 
they are simple
 • Use systems thinking and data analytics

 • Understand the problem and the situa-
tion holistically
 • Take advantage of market research 
instruments
 • Validate and supplement your fi ndings

 • Retain more customers, users, and lead 
users
 • Get the necessary help from the outside
 • Work on teams across departmental 
and organizational boundaries
 • Develop MVPs and build trust in part-
ners and customers

 • Use the lean start-up approach to devel-
op your offer further with little capital
 • Structure the solution incrementally
 • Improve and validate your business 
model with fast iterations
 • Clarify the biggest uncertainties with 
experiments

 • Prepare the organization for growth and 
scaling
 • Establish scalable processes, structures, 
and platforms
 • Check the mindset and skills in your 
organization and don’t just follow a 
blueprint
 • Bring the entire organization one step 
forward and break new ground

Desi thking Co-creation Busines eoystem eign 
an agle podt an 
customer eveopment

Scae
Lean start-up

Research

PROBLEM TO GROWTH AND SCALE FRAMEWORK

 • Shift your activities from problem solving and fi nding 
solutions to fi nding the right business model with busi-
ness ecosystem design
 • Develop the product and the business model further 
with agility, e.g. with methods like scrum
 • Think in variants when developing business models
 • Look at the business models of all actors in the eco-
system in a multidimensional way and create an MVE

GROWTHGROWTH

PROBLEM/
SOLUTION FIT

IN
PU

T

LEARN

BUILD

MEASURE
IMPROVE OR 

CHANGE

PROBLEM SOLUTION
TEST AN VALIDATE

LAUNCH AN EXECUTE

MVP

MVEMVE

MVP – minimum viable product
MVE – minimum viable ecosystem

CUSTOMER 
NEEDS

PRODUCT/
MARKET FIT

SYSTEM/
ACTORS FIT

ECOSYSTEM/CO-
EVOLUTION FIT
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Desi thking for sines owth off ers a 
minset that proies the riht tools, metho, 
an proeura ode fro dentifg u-
tome nee to nitial pototpes all the wa 
to the salin o soutions. 

This book on applied business design for growth mirrors the current state of 
defi nitions, procedural models, and methods related to the design of busi-
ness models and ecosystems. One major focus is on the design of business 
ecosystems as a separate discipline that expands the well-known design 
thinking approaches. While The Design Thinking Playbook familiarized 
readers with the overall context, from the problem statement up to scal-
able solutions, and was supplemented with the methods described in The 
Design Thinking Toolbox, Design Thinking for Business Growth fo-
cuses on a paradigm shift that many companies will face over the next few 
years in terms of business models, value streams, and growth.

W W W.BUSINESS-ECOSYSTEM-DESIGN.COM WWW.BUSINESS-ECOSYSTEM-DESIGN.COM
MICHAEL LEWRICK

DONIKA PALAJ

DESIGN THINKING 
FOR BUSINESS
GROWTH

GRAPHIC DESIGN

HOW TO DESIGN AND 
SCALE BUSINESS MODELS 
AND BUSINESS ECOSYSTEMS

From the 
lead author of the 

international bestseller

„The Design Thinking
Playbook“
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In the digitized world, not only customer needs change – the boundaries 
between industries are being redefi ned as well. As soon as the traditional 
industry boundaries disappear, the future will to a great extent be shaped 
by business ecosystems.
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Forewod models that enable the system to grow exponentially constitute the basis 
for a business ecosystem. New enabler technologies facilitate the imple-
mentation of such systems.

Elemets or the preparatio of a alue proposito are ey well 
known fom alue proposito desgn. The alation of prototype, 
minim iale podts an ecosstes is ita or ater succes. 
In aiton, a h  towar ew buines moels s eede that ae 
alied with the dea of “create, elie, an capte vae.” 

With Design Thinking for Business Growth, Michael Lewrick bridges the 
gap between the product/market fi t and the system/actors fi t in the initial-
ization and orchestration of ecosystems. 

In my opinion, four decisive features make this book an indispensable com-
panion, especially for users: 

 • Introducing the principles of business ecosystem design
 • Description of a procedural model for the design, development and 
implementation of ecosystems
 • Presentation of the most important design methods and tools 
 • Description of initiatives and examples of companies that consciously 
think in business ecosystems 

The capability of designing business ecosystems will become one of the 
key skills for companies in the next decade. This groundbreaking book her-
alds a paradigm shift in the design of growth, innovation, and new business 
models. 

Good luck and much success with the application of business ecosystem 
design! 

Patrick

We, the business users, have long agreed upon the fact that successful 
companies operate on two levels: EXPLORE and EXPLOIT.
 
While it’s easy for most companies to advance existing capabilities and 
business models, the tapping of new market areas with new offers and 
new target customers poses a great challenge.

One possibility for EXPLORE is the initialization of business ecosystems. In 
such systems, different companies collaborate across the previously known 
industry boundaries. The common goal of the actors in a business ecosys-
tem is to deliver a unique value proposition to customers. 

The structures in such ecosystems are dynamic, and all actors are en-
couraged to advance themselves and the system constantly. The customer 
needs, a compelling value proposition and well-thought-out business 

Elemets or the preparatio of a alue proposito are ey well 
known fom alue proposito desgn. The alation of prototype, 
minim iale podts an ecosstes is ita or ater succes. 
In aiton, a h  towar ew buines moels s eede that ae 
alied with the dea of “create, elie, an capte vae.” 

PATRICK VAN DER PIJL  
CEO, Business Model Inc., and best-selling 
author of Design a Better Business and 
Business Model Shifts
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 • Use the appropriate design lens depending on the starting point of 
considerations about the business ecosystem. 
 • Concentrate on customer needs and relevant experiences and func-
tions in the early stages.
 • Validate the solution with an MVP and use the value proposition to 
begin with your ecosystem considerations.
 • Design the business ecosystem across multiple loops and prepare 
the organization for exponential growth. 

Using varn “esi lenes” 

 • Transform the organization toward a collaborative culture.
 • Be open to co-creation approaches and leverage of existing assets and skills.
 • Make use of the design thinking and systems thinking skills of the teams, depending 
on the situation.

 • New ways of working: Use agile working methods.
 • Work with short design cycles, prototypes, and iterations.
 • Make fail fast a principle in the design of MVPs and MVEs.

Use moentu in the market
an pee

Colaoratio on intericiplnar team

 
MINDSET

DESIGN THINKING 
FOR BUSINESS 

GROWTH
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 • Include other actors in the ecosystem as partners on equal footing. They are a part of the 
delivery of a unique value proposition to the customers whom you share.
 • Think in value streams instead of risks.
 • Change the perspective from “Yes, but” to “Yes! ... and.”

 • Make it a principle that doing it is more important than talking about it.
 • Share initial results, even if they are not fi nal, with potential actors in 
the ecosystem.
 • Always focus on the minimum viability of the 
product and the ecosystem.

 • Work together across company boundaries with people who are willing 
to learn and are optimistic.
 • Learn via the people with T-shaped profi les in your own and in other 
organizations.  
 • Be willing to accept mistakes and see every instance of failure as an 
opportunity for refl ection and learning. 

The art of e ig eiting stuctes o

Dobg the heartbeat

Seleton of orwad-ookin team player, 
orazatios, an companies

NEW MINDSET.
NEW PARADIGM.
BETTER SOLUTION.
W W W.BUSINESS-ECOSYSTEM-DESIGN.COM 

•

NEW MINDSET.NEW MINDSET.
NEW PARADIGM.NEW PARADIGM.
BETTER SOLUTION.BETTER SOLUTION.
WWW.BUSINESS-ECOSYSTEM-DESIGN.COM
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How to get the most out of the book

The book contains simple exercises for better understanding the procedure 
toward and the principles of business ecosystem design.  

Examples of companies and ecosystem and business growth initiatives will 
be described and presented.

Various known and new methods, tools, and procedural models will be pre-
sented. You’ll find an overview of all the tools, methods, and frameworks 
on the first page. 

At the end of each logical section, the content is reflected upon and sum-
marized.  

The following elements make it easier to find your way in the book:

Exercise

Tool

To the 
Point !

Example

Selected tools for the design and documentation of design thinking for 
business growth initiatives are available for download as a PDF template. 
Premium templates can be found in the online shop: 
www.dt-toolbook.com/shop

Template
Download

ffirs.indd   14 1/21/2022   12:27:31 PM
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The rigid management framework has been obsolete  at least since the turn 
of the millennium. So please adapt the procedural models in this book to 
the specifi c situation.  

For complex projects in particular, such as the design of business ecosys-
tems as part of design thinking for business growth projects, there are 
countless parameters that allow for leaps, shortcuts, or other pathways. 

For all those who work with the new agile tools and who have internalized 
design thinking deeply, nothing told here is new. But in actual practice, I ex-
perience time and again how recommendations for action are painstakingly 
applied like the instructions from a cookbook to achieve the goal. 

It is much more important to have a keen sense of customer needs and to 
identify the actors in a business ecosystem who fi t the desired value prop-
osition and determine the path on which co-creation leads to success.  All 
methods, tools, and procedural models are means to an end. They provide 
the framework for the business ecosystem design team and indicate the 
point in the process the teams have reached so that they can quickly fi nd a 
solid basis for focused collaboration with different actors. 

It anot e pointed ot o e enouh that the tools, ethos, 
an proeura ode preente mst alwas be aapte to the 
respecte sitation.

Adapt
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Contents
The focus of this Design Thinking for Business Growth book is on the design 
of business ecosystems and business models. The design of such systems 
takes center stage and is accompanied by a multidimensional analysis 
of business models. On the assumption that design thinking for business 
growth should also be seen as a strategic option, this book shows how, on 
the basis of customer problems and needs, the foundations for initial solu-
tions can be developed in the form of prototypes, which are then validated 
as part of the lean start-up approach. The design of the business ecosystem 
as a basis for growth is developed from the validated value proposition 
before elaborating on the tools and methods for scaling such systems. 
This book aims to demonstrate the possibilities of design thinking for busi-
ness growth and how to become aware of them through well-designed 
business ecosystems and business models, while supporting the collab-
oration of different actors on a system with understandable frameworks, 
tools, and principles. 
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Motiation for This ook

Michael Lewrick, PhD, has spent the last years ex-
ploring very deeply the mindset that enables us to solve 
different kinds of problems. He is, among other things, 
the author of the international best-sellers The Design 
Thinking Playbook and The Design Thinking Toolbox, 
in which he describes the mindful transformation of 
people, teams, and organizations. He works extensively 
with universities and companies, and people’s self-
effi cacy in personal and organizational change projects 

Core tatements

Design thinking for business growth and participation in business ecosystems opens up 
new growth opportunities that enable companies to become much more meaningful to 
customers.

Solving real customer problems across the entire value chain requires collaboration 
between different actors in a system.

Motiation for This ook

Solving real customer problems across the entire value chain requires collaboration 
between different actors in a system.

Ecosystems with a high capital market return rely largely on the expansion of growth ini-
tiatives as well as on intellectual and ecosystem capital, which is primarily monetized 
from the structures and connections to the respective actors.  

is always at the forefront of his thinking. In recent years, 
he has expanded his toolbox for designing business 
ecosystems with an expanded view of design thinking 
for business growth, described in this book. He is an 
internationally recognized expert in the fi elds of digital 
transformation and the management of innovations, 
and numerous companies have developed, refi ned, or 
scaled innovation, growth, and ecosystem strategies 
with his help.
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The word ecosystem was originally limited to the natural sciences and referred to a biolog-
ical community of interacting organisms and their physical environment. Since the 1990s, 
it has been used more generally to mean a complex network or interconnected system.

Interactions in an ecosystem are numerous, diverse, and multidimensional, involving 
established companies, start-ups, investors, service providers, technology providers, data bro-
kers, payment systems, universities, all the way to government agencies and many others.

To succeed in ecosystems, companies must rethink their traditional roles and business 
models and examine market opportunities in collaboration with actors in other indus-
tries.      

Decision makers in particular need to understand what capabilities it takes 
to design ecosystems, realize new value streams, and assess the risks. 

Business ecosystems do not create themselves. The actors in such a system do not auto-
matically connect and simply start radical collaboration. The reality is that it is necessary 
to identify exactly your potential ecosystem partners, what their roles are, what skills 
they bring to the table, and how any potential co-competition will be handled.

Interactions in an ecosystem are numerous, diverse, and multidimensional, involving 
established companies, start-ups, investors, service providers, technology providers, data bro-
kers, payment systems, universities, all the way to government agencies and many others.

To succeed in ecosystems, companies must rethink their traditional roles and business 
models and examine market opportunities in collaboration with actors in other indus-
tries.      

DesignThinkingforBusinessGrowth_DP-FM.indd   19 1/19/2022   2:24:57 PM
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Wh esign Thining for Business Growth and the Ability to Thin 
in Business Ecosstems Have eome Inreasingl Important 

The age of business ecosystems is expanding the traditional view of busi-
ness models and growth. By 2030, more than 30% of global revenue will 
be generated in business ecosystems. Asia, in particular, has the potential 
to play a pioneering role here with its high affi nity for digital business mod-
els. Various studies show that, in addition to the super-platforms already 
known, new ecosystems making a signifi cant contribution to this develop-
ment are forming. Worldwide, 15 to 20 dominant business ecosystems will 
probably set the pace. In addition, it can already be observed today that 
business ecosystem design plays a particularly important role among the 
fastest-growing companies in the S&P 500. They include Alphabet, Ama-
zon, Apple, Facebook, Microsoft, Alibaba, and Tencent. Numerous national 
and local ecosystems will take shape to provide a unique value proposition 
to customers in niches or in specifi c regions.   

The models, procedures, and mindsets presented in this book have emerged 
from my work and research in design thinking over the last two decades. 
I have had the privilege of working in great depth on the management of 
innovations and technology, the dynamics of high-tech clusters, and the 
design of business ecosystems.

In particular, I was able to gain deep insights into sourcing initiatives, ob-
serve the evolution of data ecosystems, and guide initiatives that reached 
new dimensions of end-to-end automation through new key technologies 
and decentralized ecosystems. MVE

Wh esign Thining for Business Growth and the Ability to Thin Wh esign Thining for Business Growth and the Ability to Thin 
in Business Ecosstems Have eome Inreasingl Important in Business Ecosstems Have eome Inreasingl Important 

In my daily work as an expert in solving complex problems, I consciously 
live the design thinking for business growth mindset. Being a business and 
ecosystem designer provides me with an established mindset that helps 
me solve complex problems based on the needs of customers. Since busi-
ness ecosystems are usually very complex, I also use systems thinking to 
shape sub-areas and keep risks under control by applying the minimum via-
ble ecosystem (MVE) approach. This mindset and form of validation is well 
known to many from the lean start-up world and the associated realization 
of minimum viable products (MVPs).
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Thus design thinking, systems thinking, lean start-up, business ecosystem 
design, and scale methodology constitute the foundation for design think-
ing for business growth in this book. I have been able to apply and itera-
tively improve the procedural model for all of them in numerous initiatives.

Especially in my activities as chief innovation offi cer, later as head of in-
novation labs at one of the BIG-4 as well as in my current advisory work, 
the application of business ecosystem design is one of the key approaches 
toward cross-industry transformation for customers in the banking, insur-
ance, pharmaceutical, technology, and industrial sectors. Many of these 
companies have the ambition to design, initialize, or orchestrate an ecosys-
tem. Moreover, I am in contact with countless actors who have the ambi-
tion of assuming a new market role in existing systems or to advance their 
capabilities and become a relevant actor in a business ecosystem sooner 
or later.

The design thinking for business mindset presented in this book, with a 
strong focus on a procedural model for the design of business ecosystems, 
helps the participating team members of an ecosystem initiative and the 
respective actors in the system to get an orientation. It also provides guid-
ance on which aspects should be highlighted in the processing and which 
factors lead to success. The book also aims at creating awareness that 
such systems are dynamic structures and are constantly evolving. This is 
why, in terms of capabilities, market roles, and value propositions, constant 
refl ection and adjustment are needed to ensure value creation for one’s 
own company and the other actors in the system. 

The described approach to shaping business growth is not a rigid frame-
work. The depth and breadth of the application is different for each initia-
tive and must be adapted accordingly. Therefore, for complex projects, it is 
recommended to appoint a skilled facilitator who coordinates the project, 
has the necessary methodological expertise, and ensures moderation of the 
respective actors in the system. 

I welcome feedback on the application of design thinking for business 
growth and wish you great success in exploring new forms of collaboration, 
value streams, business models, market roles, and in building appropriate 
skills and capabilities. 
 

Michael Lewrick 

I welcome direct feedback on the book and a dialo 
on design thinkin for business growth. 

www.linkedin.com/in/mihael-lewrik 
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Desin thinking for business rowth is the realiation of new, 
uniue off erings to customers proided b diff erent ators in an 
ecosstem.

AMBITION TO REALIZE A “BLACK OCEAN” STRATEGY... that 
gives actors in the system the best framework for realizing the 
value proposition and makes it diffi cult for rival offerings to stay 
in competition.

USING VARIABLE MENTAL STATES... 
that allow you to combine design thinking and systems thinking to ar-
rive at scalable offerings, from a problem statement through an MVP/
MVE.    

ADDRESS HITHERTO UNKNOWN MARKET OPPORTUNITIES... 
that are explored based on customer needs and developed with other 
actors through co-creation.

APPLYING A DESIGN MINDSET...
that expedites working in iterations and with experiments and puts 
the function and the customer experience on center stage. 

To the 
Point
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TEN MINDSHIFTS 
FOR BUSINESS 

GROWTH
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Mindshift s: 

10 Shift s rasp the Topic uicly

Design thinking for business growth and the associated design of business 
ecosystems are based on a paradigm shift in the shaping of business mod-
els and growth. Essential for this are ten mindshifts that simultaneously 
constitute the basis for this book and for the design of successful business 
ecosystems. 

Companies that have already undergone major change processes because 
of the digital transformation are in a better position here since they have al-
ready undergone one or another mindshift. However, actual practice shows 
how dedicated teams for strategy or ecosystem design revert to old ways 
of thinking time and again. It frequently occurs when they begin to collect 
ideas about a business ecosystem. Unfortunately, the deliberations all too 
often pivot on the team’s own company with its products and services and 
not on the customers with their current and future needs (mindshift #1). 
When it gets really bad, the customer is no more than one actor out of many 
in the system, instead of them taking center stage. The situation is similar 
when initial solutions and prototypes of ecosystems are being developed. 
The design of prototypes, MVPs, and MVEs is an iterative process that aims 
at receiving a validation of the MVP from potential customers. Secondly, 
the MVE and the associated value proposition should be validated with lit-
tle effort expended by the potential actors in the system. Unlike in a linear 
procedure, the iterative procedure makes it possible to improve the proto-
types incrementally, reject them, or develop them further (mindshift #2). 
In the design of business ecosystems, it is also vital not to lose sight of the 
other actors and their strengths. Traditional analyses help only to a limited 
extent here, since the aim is not to learn more about competitors but to 
create in the best case a symbiosis between the actors. The shared work of 
different actors in the system constitutes the foundation for the realization 
of unique value propositions and innovation (mindshift #3). Since business 
ecosystems are exposed to inevitable dynamics and because the actors in 

the system constantly advance together, coevolution together with other 
companies is a natural process. Anybody sticking to silo thinking and cling-
ing to existing structures will not be successful in the short nor the long 
term (mindshift #4). While before this, companies concentrated on their 
own core competencies and capabilities to bring a value proposition to the 
market, it is necessary in the realization of business ecosystems to get 
away from the consideration of the individual elements, so as to be able to 
generate a unique value proposition with the consolidated capabilities and 
expertise in the system (mindshift #5).  

Mindshift s: 

10 Shift s rasp the Topic uicly
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Furthermore, it must be accepted that network structures have a certain lev-
el of complexity. Understanding must be heightened for the customers who 
want to be served via channels that suit them. Instead of decoupling the 
interactions, business ecosystem design requires a mindset of networked 
thinking (mindshift #6). The initiators of business ecosystems must under-
stand the value streams and relationships within the network structures. 
This means: It is no longer isolated financial flows that are looked at but 
relationships and value streams in systems (mindshift #7). The respective 
business models must be dealt with in a new way. Instead of looking at 
one’s own business model, the multidimensional view of the business mod-
els comes to the fore. Together with the business model of the ecosystem, 
the initiator or orchestrator must also define potential business models of 
the other actors in the system and make them correspondingly attractive 
(mindshift #8). The goal of well-thought-out business ecosystems is to 
achieve dominant market power and market penetration. This view goes 
beyond a 100% differentiation strategy and is referred to as the black 

OH WOW!
PARADIGM 
SHIFT!

ocean strategy (mindshift #9). After all, the business ecosystem with its 
actors is intended to be superior to other systems and companies because 
of its configuration. To have such systems grow exponentially in the long  
term, a sophisticated governance is needed as well as an adequate eco-
system and a leadership approach that is not geared to command and  
control but to initiate and orchestrate (mindshift #10). 

The 10 mindshifts will be described in detail on the following pages. They 
provide a good foundation for potential design principles that decision mak-
ers and business ecosystem teams should put at the center of their work 
so that design thinking for business growth can be put on solid ground to 
be successful. 
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The main focus is not on one’s own company or an existing product or service but on customers 
with their current and future needs and the tasks they want to perform. 

The entire procedure is iterative, i.e. from exploring the customer needs to initial prototypes, 
minimum viable products (MVP), all the way to an initial functioning system within the frame-
work of a minimum viable ecosystem (MVE). 

Shift : from produt-centered/compan-centered to customer-entered  

Shift : from linear to iterative  

M
in

ds
hi

ft 
s

1

2
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Traditional procedural models of strategy defi nition are usually limited to the possibilities of-
fered by existing thought patterns about industries, sectors, and competitors. Well-designed 
business ecosystems perceive other actors from other sectors, including competitors, as part-
ners who are indispensable in providing a unique value proposition to customers.

Thinking in product categories, traditional segmentation and core competencies are replaced 
by a consistent coevolution in the business ecosystem, which enables actors to share in new 
markets, regions, and customer segments. 

Shift : from analysis to smbiosis

Shift : from silos to coevolution

3

4

?

?

?

?
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The uniqueness of a value proposition in a business ecosystem emerges through the meaning-
ful linking of different skills, products, and platforms. An individual market participant alone is 
usually not able to realize and scale such value propositions.  

Ecosystems are agile network structures that act in a collaborative and networked way. The 
top goal of these systems is to serve customer needs in an effi cient and effective way through 
various channels that fi t the customer. 

Shift : from elements to uniue value propositions 

Shift : from decoupling to networking

M
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The way of thinking at companies shifts from an internal viewpoint to a holistic understanding 
of the system with its different value streams and relationships, which are constantly in motion 
and need to be adapted and realigned depending on customer and market needs. 

Along with one’s own business model, it is important to explore the possibilities and advan-
tages for the other actors in the system by developing a multidimensional view of the business 
models. Usually, the more attractive the opportunities are for the actors involved to earn money 
in the system, the greater the willingness to implement the proposed value proposition togeth-
er and develop it further. 

Shift: from isolation to relationships/value streams  

Shift: from the consideration of an individual to the 
multidimensional view of the business models 

7

8
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Well-designed business ecosystems are confi gured in such a way that other systems or individ-
ual companies cannot compete with the same or a similar value proposition. Such a strategy is 
also known as the “black ocean” strategy. 

Ecosystem leadership is based on the ideas of initiate and orchestrate. Conventional command 
and control mechanisms run aground when it comes to the dynamics and complexity of rapidly 
growing business ecosystems. 

Shift : from red/blue ocean to blak ocean 

Shift : from ommand and control to initiate and orchestrate
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Companies and actors that followed the paradigm shift  beond 
mere digital transformation fous more and more on the possi-
bilities of digital disruption and innoation in business 
ecosstems.  

Ecosstem plaers rel on coeolution, symbiosis, and network-
in and operate beond traditional customer eperience chains. 
The create systems with unique alue propositions.

The successful initiators and orhestrators of eosystems don’t 
strive for stable, linear rowth pa erns but for the aile reali-
zation of eponential rowth.

Companies and actors that followed the paradigm shift  beond 
mere digital transformation fous more and more on the possi-
bilities of digital disruption and innoation in business 
ecosstems.  

Ecosstem plaers rel on coeolution, symbiosis, and network-
in and operate beond traditional customer eperience chains. 
The create systems with unique alue propositions.

The successful initiators and orhestrators of eosystems don’t 
strive for stable, linear rowth pa erns but for the aile reali-
zation of eponential rowth.

To the 
Point
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INTRODUCTION 
DESIGN THINKING FOR 
BUSINESS GROWTH

WHY?

HOW?

WHAT?

WHY?

HOW?

WHAT?
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Like other fi elds of knowledge, the world of design thinking continues to de-
velop and mature. Sub-specializations such as business ecosystem design 
emerge, and best practices, different approaches, and new tools are limned 
and come into being. Quite a few things have occurred in the application 
of design thinking for business growth over the last few years. Entailed in 
this development was a broadened view that gained great traction and is 
now used by growth designers and business ecosystem designers as well 
as in strategic design. Business ecosystem design, for instance, has not 
yet turned into a formalized fi eld in many companies, so there is still a cer-
tain degree of mystery and misunderstanding in the development of such 
growth strategies. For exponential growth, it is crucial to increase the number 
of dedicated customers/users rapidly and to apply a mindset of fail fast – 
learn fast. But design thinking for business growth is about far more than 
the quick achievement of growth. The goal is to create a lasting experience 
for the customer/user, develop it further and optimize it, and create network 
effects, which enrich the ecosystem capital. Data and the application of a 
hybrid model of design thinking and big data analytics are quite useful in 
this context. Design thinking for business growth also requires new mod-
els for how teams are formed and how close to the customer/market they 
ought to operate. Successful growth strategies don’t come into being by 
making rash decisions and putting something quickly on the market but 
by focusing on the problem space, which makes it possible to understand 
customer needs in the required depth and analyze all available data. A good 
design thinking for business growth team has all these skills at its disposal 
and practices a comprehensive way of thinking to give the customer/user 
the best experience and functions in the end. In brief, design thinking for 
business growth defi nes how a single company or all companies in a busi-
ness ecosystem create, deliver, and capture market values in common. 

The interaction of create, deliver, and capture and putting the focus on each 
of them at just the right time infl uence the speed of value growth and open 
up options for later scaling and the realization of exponential growth. 

Wh esign Thining for Business Growth?

Design thinking applied during the phase of value creation supports the 
processes and helps to establish the basis for creating value in the long 
term by designing products, services, and processes that customers really 
want.  Design thinking for business growth goes beyond familiar, traditional 
ways of looking at product models, service models, and business models.  
Alongside the well-known consideration of partners and suppliers, a com-
plete system of ecosystem actors is integrated in the defi nition of a growth 
strategy and addressed with special lenses and specifi c questions in the 
context of business ecosystem design. 

Wh esign Thining for Business Growth?

In design thinkin for business growth, the teams aim at bringing 
toether the ery best from design thinkin and sstems thining for 
exponential business growth.

In design thinkin for business growth, the teams aim at bringing 
toether the ery best from design thinkin and sstems thining for 
exponential business growth.
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